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STAGING SUGGESTIONS

1. PRESENTS ON PARADE! (OPENING): The Kids gather around an imaginary TV at Marty’s house. They sing along with the opening of the televised parade, perhaps marching around the family room as their excitement builds. Invite the entire cast to sing from offstage, as if heard on the TV.

2. FUN, FUN, FUN: The Kids imagine how incredible it would be to win the contest and march in the parade. Keep the staging conversational in nature. Consider adding secret handshakes between friends each time they sing “fun, fun, fun.” The very short solos may be sung or spoken, and could optionally be performed by the entire group.

3. OVER THE RIVER: This is a travel song. The Kids exit Marty’s house and work their way around the performance area en route to their final destination, Toyland. By the end of the song, the Kids are back in center stage. The Clerks greet them there, holding the Toyland banner.

4. TOYLAND: The opening slow section is performed by the Clerks as the Kids look on in awe and anticipation. When the song changes to the jazz swing feel, the Clerks begin to dance with prop toys (which may be passed in from offstage or carried on by even more Clerks). Keep the toy routine simple and symmetrical. Beginning in measure 59, the Clerks may discard the toys and begin to invite the Kids into the routine. The Clerks and Kids waltz/dance together beginning at measure 75. Partners bow “farewell” to each other as the song ritards, and all settle into a beautiful tableau for the final phrase at measure 91.

5. MARCH: No singing (or talking) during this song; everything is pantomimed. One by one, the Kids march under the Toyland banner, hoping to be the 100th customer. Clerks 1 and 2 are in charge of the competition, counting entries as they go. Though there are a few disappointments along the way, the Kids are elated when Ronnie wins (on the very last note of the song). Specific instructions are printed above the music in the score.

6. DECK THE HALL: The Clerks help dress the Kids as holiday packages, grabbing costume pieces from just off stage.

7. PRESENTS ON PARADE! (FINALE): Additional students dressed as presents enter from the back and/or sides of the auditorium, marching through the aisles, waving to the audience as they go. The Kids and Clerks join in.

EXTEND YOUR PARADE (optional)

After the finale, repeat the music from song #5 and/or repeat song #2 (singing only the words “Fun, fun, fun” each time). Perhaps every child in your program or school would enjoy marching! These additional parade songs may continue in exactly the same fashion as song #7, or might offer variations such as: older kids in red and green packages, kindergarteners as blue and gold gifts with pennants in hand, the school dance team performing ribbon wand choreography, other students wearing white and tossing confetti snow, a group of teachers dressed as Santa Clauses/Elves and passing out candy canes. Be creative and inclusive!

PRESENTS FOR CHARITY

Consider collecting toys, clothing, games, and stuffed animals for homeless children or for a local children’s charity as admission. Collect these special presents at admission, or invite your audience members to join the final parade—dropping off their donated gifts in a designated collection area.
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MARTY: Come on, everybody. It's starting!

(Kids gather around the TV at Marty's house for the opening of the Toyland Christmas parade. They sing along as they watch. The rest of the cast sings from offstage.)

I. PRESENTS ON PARADE! (OPENING)

(All)

Arranged, with new Words, by
SALLY K. ALBRECHT

“Parade of the Wooden Soldiers”
Music by LEON JESSEL

March, in two (\( \frac{3}{4} \) = ca. 84)

Piano

PART I

mf

\section{4}

\section{5}

Do you feel that beat? Do you hear those feet? Do you

PART II

mf

\section{4}

\section{5}

Do you feel that beat? Do you hear those feet? Do you

see the presents marching down the street? Welcome one and all, moving
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3. OVER THE RIVER

(Kids)

Arranged, with new Words, by
SALLY K. ALBRECHT

Traditional

RONNIE: (over intro) Let’s sing as we go!

(Kids skip and run around performance space as they sing, ending up center stage in front of Toyland.)

Briskly (♩ = ca. 108-112)

\[ \text{PARTS I & II} \]

Over the river and through the wood, let’s go to the Toyland store. We might make some noise when quickly, without delay. There’s no time to spare, we